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introduction:

Flood Control is a problem that has troubled mankind

for ages,and has employed the minds of the best. It is a

problem which concerns more people than just those in the

immediate flood area. It is a problem of federal and state

concern.

Any situation involving such items as; the destruction

of 483 homes, the destroying of #5,000,000 property damage^

the death of 40 persons, the moving of 60 ton boulders, and

the distribution of debris 15 feet high certainly calls for

much more interest than mere headlines,especially when the

intervening time was less than one and a half hours.

This is the description of just one of the many floods,

which have come to be annual"rather than periodic, in the

South Coastal Basin of the Pacific. This most critical problem,

now a national rather than local one, clearly demonstrates

what part nature plays when its routine is interrupted by

fire etc.

Up until recent years the great flood control problems

and reclamation projects in California were strickly con

fined to the large water-ways,the Colorado,the Sacramento,

and the San Joaquin Riverslbut because of man's' carelessness

and curiosity these problems now envelope the .danger of their

very existance.

Public opinion doubled with dire need has originated

strict flood control legislation and methods of handling.

This legislation has revolved from the first dollar and



cent allotments to the most recent three year piogram of

$224,873,314. This sum seems most sxifficient when consider

ing the small area involved but also seems very conservative

when the lives of over 2,500,000 people are involved.

Scientific forestry was once considered capable of

alone handling the flood control problem,in the form of ra»~

tarding run-off. '^his would undoubtly be true if there did

not exist a million r€creationists,each of whom has hie own

peculiar idea of good judgement.

The problems resulting from floods are not only res

tricted to the southwest. Records are shown,by evidence, of

floods reaching many times these intensities throughout the

land. It is becaase of the most critical conditions present

that causes concern,

I can explain the writing of this paper on flood

control to three forces. They are; (l)-My personal concern-.

Having had a "ring-side seat" at the January first 1934 dis

aster,mentioned in the opening,! readily sympathize to any

action taken in canceling similar repetition, (2)-Public

sentiment- Whether true or not,the general public correlates

floods,disaster,damage,and death with forestry. This prevail

ing attitude does not help forestry,thus any scientific approach

taken in the curbing of natures outrage should be of interest

to al5. foresters. (3)-ForeBtrys position- It is true that

most,if not all,floods originate in the mouiitainous area of

the southwest. It is there,also^that the National ^orestB

are located: accordingly many control projects are constructed



in the forest land.

In answer to the call of immediate relief,the federal

engineering department with the help of several counties have

definitely responded by past constructions,present projects,

and future plans.

It is of these responses that this thesis is subject



HISTORY:

Biblical records tell of a flood lasting forty days

and forty nights whose waters covered the (known)earth.

The Chinese have records of floods extending over a

period of 4000 years. Less than one half century ago more

than 100,000 people perished by drowning from a flood which

came from a break through a dyke in the Yellow River.

The records of Europe also tell similar stories of

disaater resulting from floods.

Because of the fertility of the low-lands,which are

subject to periodic overflow,people have settled there. The

only protection they had were near by boats which served the

purpose of saving the family in time of high water. This

primitive method flood protection did nothing for flood

control. The next step in protection was the building of

mounds above the level of flood waters,upon which the house

was built.

These methods of protection did only the protecting

of the population;ruin remained for the crops. It was soon

that the first sign of flood control appeared. This was in

the form of a mound stirrounding the plot under cultivation,

(the origin of the modern levee). A most distinct example

of what resulted is the present sitxiation in the Mississippi

River Valley. This has resulted into a very extensive problem

which is constantly being worked upon.

This has been a very short history of flood protection

and prevention. The conditions described above vary a great

deal from those in existance today in southern California.



RELATION OF FOREST COVER TO FLOOD CONTROL: •

The structures of engineering are the main reliance

for handling flood waters,but the work of the Forestry Ser

vice and forest cover have a very definite part in flood

control in checking erosion and storage capacity.

Extensive discussions ^ave been given to the relation

of forests to stream flow. In a report by the California

Board of Forestry* it states,"In the mountains the forests

break the velocity of rain,retard the melting of snow,in

crease the absorption capacity of soil cover,and check sur

face run off in general,thus increasing the underground see

page and tend to maintain a steady flow of water in streams?

Zon^tells us of the effect on stream flow as follows;

"Among the factors such as climate and character of soil which

effect the storage capacity of a watershed and thereby the

regularity of stream flow,the forest plays an important part,

especially in impermeable soils. The mean low stages as well

as the moderately high stages in the rivers depend upon the

extent of forest cover on the watersheds. The forests tend to

equalize the flow throughout the year,by making the low stages

higher and the high stages lower".

Floods which are produced by exceptional meteorological

conditions can not be prevented by forests but without their

•iiErosion and Flood Problems in California"by E.N.Munns.
Report by Salif.State Board of Forestry to Legislature
1921,Senate: Concurrent Resolution No.37

•-"Forest and Water in the Light of Scientific Investigation"
by R.Zon; final report Natural "aterways Committee,
Appendix 5.



mitigating influence,the floods are more severe and destructive.

The foresters of any region,which has been subject to

fire,cutting and grazing,feel the necessity for better pro

tection from fire and better management of timber of the

watershed.

The relation of forests to run-off is established

through its effect on erosion.The first place of concern is at

the source of streams. Here every hindrance is effective in

changing the rain into rivulets,and these rivulets into streams

which will flow in a direct channel, presence of leaf

litter causes slowness to the flow of water on surface and

helps for water storage,thereby causing a flow of springs

in the dry seasons.

Timber also has a definite influence in reducing the

rate of run-off from a watershed. The rapidly,increasing

number of storage basins for power purposes,and the increas

ing value of forest covered watersheds as sources of potable

water for neighboring cities are additional reasons for the

maintainance of good forest conditions in the higher moun^

tains.

Disasters that have frequently been repeated and are

considered as inavoidable,really had as their genesis the

head water areas. Floods start where the storm waters fall

and the foresters have long maintained,that the forests,

though they cannot control all floods,have an important part

in flood control. Severity of floods could be lessened more

through proper land use,through good forest practices,and

through closer integration of forestry and engineering.



The problem of fiood control should be worked on without con

flict between engineers and foresters.

History shows us that the early settlers felt the need

of caring for the forests in relation to the water flow. In

1827 the first act,which provided for administration of the

Original forest reserve had as.itE major purpose"securing

favorable conditions of water flow".

The important ways in which forests bring effect on

water run-off are interception of precipitation,/retardation

of snow-melt,reduction of evaporation from the ^oil,consumption

of water by forest vegetation,perculation of water through

forest litter.

Interception of Precipitation;

The Forest Service has made a record of rainfall at

stations inside and outside of timber stands of several forest

types. These records show that pulp-tvood stands of spruce,fir,

and birch,in the state of i^aine, intercepted 20^ of the rain

fall. A spruce-fir stand intercepted 27"^. In Massachusetts

a stand of white pine and hemlock intercepted 24/0.

The Appalachain Forest Experiment Station has shown

that composition,age,condition of stand,and season of year

are all controlling factors.

Seduction of evaporation from goil:

In regions of low rainfall,reduction of evaporation

is desired. In ^rizona,summer evaporation a few feet above

the ground in a forest of ponderosa pine is only 70> of the

evaporation in the open.In Idaho it was found in a forest

covered area that the evaporation was only 22^ of an open

area.



Use of Water bv Forest Vegetation

It is difficult to measure the transpiration from

forest. Blaney* observed a stream flow in Southern California,

to determine the water evaporation from soil or consumed

canyon vegetation. The evaporation losses during 30 summer

days were equal to 13.9 inches of rainfall. The transpiration

losses of another study over 45 inches per acre.

Percolation:

Forest litter promotes water perculation. Litter covered

soil has been found to absorb from 32 to more rainfall than

exposed soil.

American research justifies a strong belief that the

forests of the country nearly always benefit a stream flow.

The possible exception might be in the canyon bottom vegetation

of a dry region,even there the effect of preventing erosion

may be net profit.

It seems evident that the forest best adapted to each

region,and which nature tends to produce in that region is

adapted to care for stream flow conditions best for mankind.

For example the Southern Appalachain mountain hardwood and

hemlock forests appear to be just the type to intercept max-

imxim precipitation and to aid in reducing flood control. In

Southern California a type of dwarfed forests which does

not transpire as much as the Appalachain trees,but produces

a leaf litter which has effect on percipitation and water

storage.

♦-Blaney H.J.Rainfall Penetration and Consumptive Use of
Water in Santa Ana ^iver Valley and Coastal Plains-Calif.
Bui.No.33.



Forests,although naturally suited to their environ

ment,can be aided in controlling floods by man by meastores o£

terracing,ditching,water spreading,check-dams,and stream

ramifications.

It appears that forests haue definitely a relation to

flood control,by the various means described. i

FOREST FIRE AND FLOOD:

Fire is the most widespread and distructive enemy of

forest cover. When the forest litter is destroyed the pro

tective soil covering is lost and with it,its beneficial

effect on run-off of water and erosion.

In the chaparral of California the hot sumraer fires

destroy the entire cover of thousands of acres every year,

leaving several inches,and in some cases many feet,of ashes

on steep hillsides which are exposed to erosion. When the

rains come,which are frequently torrential,great quantities

of soil ere washed from slopes in the rapid run-off.

Hay.t and ^roxell* have compared the run-off of Fish

Creek(Calif.)with that of Santa Anita Creek watersheds,for a

seven year period 1917-1924 when both watersheds were covered

with forests and chaparral and then for a six year period

following a fire 1924 which denuded Fish Creek watershed.

In the first year following the fire they found 231 percent

increase rxui-off. During the sedond year after the fire

an increase of 29 percent. The silt from erosion destroyed

orchards,railroads,and highways. -

Hayt T/.G. jTroxell H.C.,Forest and Stream Flow-American
Society of Civil Engineers-pp.1037-1066*Vol 58-Aug.l932.
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It takes about five years to restore vegetation to

serve against erosion after a fire in the semiarid con

ditions of Southern California.

A.W.Steen^ says,"Fire,flood,drought,pests,and erosion^

these five demons will completely devastate the country.

Man must conquer them or perish.".In 1936 there were over

40,000fires in our federal forests and National Parks,

Although these are protected areas over-43,000,000 . " I .

acres burned over.

The Forest Service figures places about 47,000 forest

fires in the United States annually,of which ninety percent

are caused by man.

Conquer or Perish-by A.^T.Steen
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SPONSORS;

The work carried on in flood control prevention,is

done through two separate agencies;

Los Angeles County Flood Control County District: (8)

This district was formed throvigh a special Legislative

Act in 1915. It followed the flood of 1914 which did a great

deal of damage. It was the purpose of this act "to provide

for the control and conservation of floods,storm,and other

waste waters and the protection of babors,waterways,public

highways and property".

The sion6y for construction and improvements are obtained

through two sources,bond Issue,and yearly tax levied against

taxable property. The district ha® derived to date $44,250,000

from bonds and $ 27,480,600 from direct taxes.

The District has developed what is known as the Compre

hensive Plan for the complete ultimate improvement of all water

shed within the iietrict^. This plan has to date constru(ite-d

sixteen regulatory dams.

Ffedftral Flood Control Works: (?)

Federal help was started in 1935 when the Y/orks Progress

Administration was applied to the Los Angeles County. The

terms applied to^were that ninety percent of the labor be obtained

from relief rolls,and that the county contribute $3,500,000

towards the work,furnish all rights of way,and assxime all

damages?

Such was the need of flood control measures that in one

♦-Functions and Activities of L.A.Co.Flood Dist.
♦-Flood Control in L.A.Dist.-U.S.Engineer Office.
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to nearly 17,000,over 95 percent of the personnel coming

from relief rolls.

The total cost of work accomplished up to June /38

amounted to ^^37,772,314,34. Expenditures have increased this

to #54,100,000(1939} .

0verL43imilesvi6f channel, has been completed and 14 miles

of levee work on the Los Angeles River finished.

WORK DONE;

The flood control problem is two-fold in that the

mountain watersheds are regulated by resevoirs and the channels

in the valley watersheds must protect below the dams.

The storage of water in the mountains is not economically

justifi^4^1one,but with the existence of the hugh gravel cones

at the mouths of the various canyons, offers an excellentIsub-

stitude for surface storage. Waters are released from tthe res

ervoirs at such rates as to percolate into these gravel cones.

The work being done on protection can best be described

by illustrations and actual pictures. Their intensities and

immemsities are such that with out actual vision of them only

a vag-ue idea can be had. Xhtivarifd types: of ^structures con

structed are as follows;

l/Terracing and check dams- wire and rock composition.

S/Regulatory dams-concrete construction,from 80 to 355 feet high.

3/Earth filled dam- ranging from 100 feet to 10,000 feet in length,

chiefly composed of packed dirt,with rock layer covering.

4/Debris Basin- Hollowed out basins,with concrete spillways.

Main purpose for catching soil and dybris from entering the

channels.
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5/ChannelB- varying from trapezoidal flood control channels with

bank slopes protected by rock paving or concrete slabs,retangular
to

concrete channels,closed storm drain conduits.

6/Levees- Bordering rivers.Composed of wire and rock,asphalt or

concrete covering.

7/Spreading ground- ^his method of conservation has had rapid

developement the last few years. There are four main methods

used,basin method,ditch method,flooding undisturbed lands,

and delivering water directly to underground storage by means

of wells,shafts,or tunnels. Each of these methods has its

merits and specific conditions merit each in its use.They are

sometimes used in combination,often it is found having all foxir

methods in use on one area. The percolation on ground surfaces

undisturbed of its vegetation is found to be best.

S/Bridges- Both Railroad and public auto bridges are bring

constructed ai strategie- points.

9/lnstaiation of Pumping devises- In low lyiag^;, areas pmiping

is done to divert the settled waters to conversion chaimels.



»

LOCAL:

No other region in the United States is under a more

constant danger from floods than is the south coastal basin.

The unfavorable relation: of topography,the volume and dis

tribution of rainfall,and the numerous populated towns have

broughTabout the many^species and varieties'^of floots pro
tections.

First formal attention was given to the problem of

flood control in 1923,the formation of the L^os Angeles County

Flood Control district. Rather than decrease in need of control

as worked progressed,the need had increased. This factor brought

on by the increase rate of run-off due to construction being

done at the soxirce. In ridding of the water at the headways

the lower lands were flooded. Another factor concerned is the

increase of roof tops,surfaced roads and the like,decreasing

the amount of imperviousness through the soil.

The problem las developed from one of ridding 6f run-off,

to one of conserving this run-off. 160,000,000 have been spent

on projects and #70,000,000 more are considered, '̂ he labor used
has been primarily from relief rolls in Los Angeles County(94fc)^

The work that has been done so far has been at the danger

spots in the foothill areas;

dams??}"''® debris and check water.
channels-control of water from basins, ^here has "been built

below the foothill area,through the urban areas,and ; across

valleys seventy miles of permanent channels and 140 miles of

temporary structures.
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In low lyiag areas work has been in opposite effect.

Rather than building basins,dams,etc,the work has consisted

of installing pumps at critical low points where run-off was

impoBible without force.

The new projects,both present and futxire, deal in

the building of earth filled dams which will serve in; reducing

run-off,catching deljris,and holding water for release in per

colation.

DESCRIPTION OF WATERSHED!

Drainage Area-

liOE Angeles county is formed by two channels,the Los

Angeles and the San Gabriel Rivers. These are inter-connected by

another ,the Rio Hondoo. These three rivers have their headwaters

in the San Gabriel Mountains of the Sierra Nevada Range,they

floY, Inva southerly direction into the Los Angeles harbor a dis

tance of about forty miles.

Los Angeles River Drainage-

Total area of 687 square miles.330 square miles is

mountainous region,235 square miles is i:; the Angeles National

Forest. The elevation varies from 7134 feet(Mt.Pacifico). to

sea level,with an average of 5500 feet. The general rise is

3,000 feet per mile from valley to peak. The area is almost

entirely brush covered with very little timber, this cover

is estimated to be subject to burn every fifty years. The moun

tain canyonsCvary from to 40^ elope) have built up alluvial

cones or fans on an average of 17^ elope.

This area has six flood control dams built,controlling

an area of 1677 square miles.
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There exists twenty four major cities in this area

with a total population of 1,714,645 inhabitants, ^he area

is valued at 113,157,179,702 (l93l).

It is estimated tliat on this area the ground cover made

by man (in terms of imperviousness) is as follows; one family

33^,apartment houses 55yo,commercial districts 95^ rendered im

pervious.

San Gabriel Area-

Total area of 698 square miles of which 400 square miles

are in mountainous areas and 263 square miles are in National

Forests, The elevation varies from 10,080 feet (MT.San Antonio)

the average elevation being 7,500 feet.

There are at present nine dams built,controling 254 square

miles of drainage. The area is composed almost entirely of fruit

groves. There are nine cities with a total population of 195,110

people, ^rea is valued at $275,669,988 (1931).

Climatic.-Conditions-

The important storms are cyclonic irave disturbances or

iginating off the Aleution Islands, ^here is also a tropical

air current coming up from Mexico which causes some rain in the

Sonoran district.

There are established intensive rainfall stations at c,i

critical points, '^he records (range from 1897 to date) show an

average of 15" in the; Los Angeles district over a 64 year mean.

The floods are due to not only intensive rainfall over a

relatively short time but to man made conditions.These conditions

vary from the impervious cover,already mentioned,the opening

to the public of the mountainous areas (increasing the fire hazard)



to the increase of channel construction which tends away

from natural flows and increase the collection velocity of

the flow.
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CONSTRUOTIONS USED:

After much experimentation with combinations of the

various flood control structures there has evolved two geni-

eral systems in use today which seem to most nearly fit the

need of the situations. Since each area in need of control

has its own individual set of problems and factors limiting

the use of measurements taken,these systems are not always

used. For example there would be little benefit recieved

in constructing, check dams on well groomed chaparral cover

ed mountain sides while they were in need on immediate burn-

over areas. Ijikewise there would be little value recieved in

construction a spreading ground without also building a reserve

dam behind it for slowing up the waters, ^"rom experience and

study the following combinations most nearly utilize the fullest

benefltlderived from, its structures.

On areas of steep,chaparral covered or slightly burned Mountain

sides,with main channel widening out at the mouth of the canyon

forming a cone of alluvial soil.

(1)-RESERVE DAM- Situated in suitable spot several miles up

stream. These dams are usually constructed of concrete from 75

to 325 feet high.(fig. 2. ). As the canyons narrow in width up^y

stream they also increase in gradient. These steep side slopes

erode more easily and reveal the most secure solid foundations

needed in construction of these dams.

(2)-EARTH filled DAMS- Placed near the mouth of the canyon. They

therefore are wider in girth and are of much lower stress than the

reserve dams. Being placed at the canyon opening they are situated



Figure 2-
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L. A. COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DiST.

'6-17.-52 I'"" 3;00 fM 1"° 3572 A'
PACOIMA DAU

Downstream face - from ridge acroa
eainTon to the aoutb-weat.

Pacolma Dam,downstream face. This

ia a variable radius arch structure

Note spread abutment at right side

of picture and needle valves dis

charging water from downstream face



Figure.

L. A. COlJtSTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST
"" 7-U-?9\ | "" 8:30 AM I "°2^701-B "

SAN CABRISL OAU NO. 1..
General View from Glendors «t. M.

Completion,

San Garbiel Dam no.l. This is the

recently completed roll fill dam

the largest of its kind in the

world.
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at the crest of the alluvial fan,

(3)-SPREADING GROUND-Construeted immediately below dam two.

This places them on the alluvial soil which has high absorbtive

value,Very often,because of the faulted mountain systems of

this region, there occurr natural dykes or underground resevoire

which hold the waters from the permeable soils above.

This system is illustrated in fig. 2^- tlais system is more of

a conservation measure than of=a flood control project;Iu

On areas of extremely steep,denuded mountain sides. Because of

its bareness the lateral canyons are very distinct and show rugged

outcroppings with much of the top-soil having been carried

away. This picture presents an extremely dangerous situation

alone,but accompanieci with the many polulated cities Of. immediate

vicinity doubles many times its threat.

(1)-PLAlITIKG- The sowing of seed of various fast growing weeds,

grasses and plants,on the burned-over slopes, 78 species of

annuals,perennials,shrubs,and trees were used last year,fhe ex-s.

change of seeds from Austrailia,Union of South Africa and

the territory of Hawaii was also done in this year,

(2)-TERHACING AHD OHEGH DAMS-HoriJContal or contour ditches

are dug with the distance between rows varying with the steepness.

(85^slope-25 feet apart), A very extensive system of check

dams are laid following up the lateral canyons, the number

being made depends upon,gradient of channel,length of channel,

^jaxeness of channel,amount of back country furnishing water

run-off,These dams are made up of wire and rock. Their purpose



being not for storage of water but acting as a check on the

speed of flow. In slowing up,the water drops the debris behind

these dams,which soon fill up,

(3)-DEBRIS BASIN- These dug-out basins are located at the crest

of the alluvial fans which protrude from the mouth of the

canyons, For this fact they are easily dug. These basins

have concrete spillways,both up-stream and down-stream. It is

often necessary to re-dig these basins after a heavy storm.

(4)-CHAKNEL- ^ system of channels and basins continue down

stream, These channels are made as straight as possible in

order to most quickly rid of run-off. The basins acting as a

depot for incoming debris. These channels are entirely com

posed of concrete. Several types beirg used as illustrated.

It is only after experiencing critical floods that there

will evolve a more efficient system of control.



Figure. 5-

L. A. COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST.

5-29-57 I '"' 11;07 AM 1"° 12850-6""
SHOm CANYON DEBHIS BASIN

DowBsrtream, showing basin, outlet
structure axid inlet structure.

Snover Debris Basin constructed by-

United States District Engineer. Up

stream inlet structure at extreme

right. Outlet at extreme left. Note

hand-picked rock facing adjacent to

spillway.



L. A. COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST

'1-27-56 P"' .11:15 AmI"" 9966 B
HALL-BECELKY CHANNEL

Upstream from La Creacenta Ave.

A typical reinforced rectanglar concrete

channel. This is the most effective and

permanent type of channel for the smaller

streams. It is also the most expensive.

Note gages painted on the sides of the

channel walls to assist in hydraulic stu

dies of flow.

• I
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figure. 7-
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UPSTRtAN VIEWS OF COMPTON

CREEK FROM SAME POINT BE

FORE AND AFTER IMPROVEMENT.

TOP PHOTO: JULY 12, 1938.

LOWER PHOTO: NOV. 8, 1938.



Proposal to Aid Forests
Passage of Congress Bill Urged at Giendale
by Foresters and Conservation Representatives
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SUMMARY!

The preceding pages deal primarily with engineering

measures. It should not be concluded that the only or even

the best method of attack is through these structures;for the

source of all floods is in the mountainous areas. The conditions

of these mountains vary the flood intensity.

The importance in which the local forests play is easily

shown when such funds as the above are set aside for watershed

protection. The forests in their natural state do not need help.

It is only through the careleseness of the general public that

help is needed.

The Angeles National Forest composed of 590,000 acres

is considered to be a host to 74^^ of the total recreationists

of the California National Forests, fhis item alone presents

a problem of major concern. It is the responsibility of these

nature seeking visitors that the flood control problem lies.

The most modern of engineering structures would be of little i

utility if the very precipitous mountain sides were denuded.

A clear picture can be had of the present correlation

between the forest land and the immediate flood district
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froffi the O&mprehensive Plan map. It is quite obvious that the

source of all channels,basins,and the meny other constructions

originate at the termination of the national forest.

8CH00L OF FORESTK*
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The following are illustrations and actual photo

graphs showing a few of the many structures and projects

of flood control measures taken in the south coastal

basin.

They were obtained through the courtesy of the U.S,

Engineer Office,Los Angeles,California....
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Figure 10-

%

f

DKVi;-'S GATE DAM.
%\ Upstream from hill to '^est.

Devils Gate Dam. Spillway at right

of picture. Intake tower adjacent

to spillway leads to tunnel under

spillway. Tunnel outlet just off

picture,lower right.



Fitmre 11-

L. A. COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST

6-7-39 I """9:40 Ul I ''°254oo-B *"

SAWPIT DAM.
Showing New Splllwey V/ast© Ciiannel

Sawpit Dam, Gravity section etrac-

ture arched in plan. Spillway

channel in distance.
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Figure 12-
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L. A. COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST.

2-a-j9 p- 1:27 FM r'"24l9o-B""
LOS ANtxELES RIVER

Upstream above Lsnkershim Blvd.
Jetties on S. bank

_ W.O. #134

Shows the use of the jack-straw or tet-

rahearon type of levee or jetty. These

are for emergency use and are strung a-

long a cable to hold them in place. Note

the way the debris has piled up against

the levee,thus increasing their effect

iveness. Their use is limited to certain

conditions and locations.
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Figure* 13-

Typical double pipe and wire fences.

This is a temporary type of project

ion work and although it will not

provide protection against major floods

it provides a fair degree of protect

ion against erosion from minor flood

flows. It is very inexpensive to in

stall, It effectiveness is greatly in

creased by packing brush between the

rows of fencing as shown.
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Wiguxe. 14-

L. A. COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST.
g-g7-56 I"" a!4g FM |"°10glS-B'

VERDUOO DEBRIS BASIN
Downatream - showing baain - dam •

and outflow section. Prom hill
the aouth-wdBt« ConiDlet

Verdugo Debris Basin,combination of

pit and earth fill dam. Pit has been

completely filled with debris and

debris line has risan to within a

few feet of the spillway lip. The

basin has been re-excavated since the

picture was taken.



Figure 15-

L. A. COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST

°"'ll-7-55 I""' 2;35 P!,T | ~° 9552 B
BRAITD CANYON DEBRIS BA3IIJ

Showing Inflow, Dam & Spillway
Looking downstream,

Completion

Brand Canyon Debris Basin. Intake

structure in foreground. Spillway

structure in distance. Picture ta

ken immediately after construction.

Note highly developed areas in dis

tance below basin.





Figure. 17-

Eaton Wash Debris Dam constructed

by the United States District En

gineer, Spillway at distant end

of dam. Gate outlets from tower,

centerof dam. Note hand-placed

paving on upstream face.
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L. A. COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST

7-21-38 I 1:00 PL I 21797-8'"

Figure. 18-

SAN ANTONIO SPRJiADING GR0UKD3

W. levee dov/nstream froa; 3amp Bal
Drive. -V.O.ji 7J4J

Rock and wire levee revetment. This

type of revetment coneists of a rock

mattress bound on the top and the

bottom with triangular mesh fencing

and stapled through at regualr inter

vals. It is flexible and affords ex

cellent protection to levees. It has a

fairly long life and will stand up

under considerable pounding pf large

rocks, ^^he most expensive item is labor.

It is therefore adaptable to W.P.A.projects.



Figure. 19-

L. A. COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST.

"" 7-19-?8 I "" 9;39 At! I " 2164.5-b""
SAM GABRIEL RIVER

Beverly Blvd. Complete. Piie and
wire groynes betv.eeu olle line
end '.'.est levee. W.0./llb6

Pil^ing and wire protection works

with pipe and wire groins. This

type of protection works used on

the larger channels only. It is

temporary in nature,having a life

of from 5-10 years. It is nearly as

effective^ock riprap but costs but

a fraction of the riprap revetment.



Figure 20-5

SAN ANTONIO WASH

Upstream at Margarita St.

Levee faced with asphalt. This type of levee

revetment is still in experimental form. Re

sults to date indicate that it is very effect

ive and has high degree of permanency. It is

relatively inexpensive to install.

I
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L. A. COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DIST.

9101 B

SAM GABRIEL RIVER OUTLET
Unit # 8« W. Lev99. - upstream

trvm F.E.R7. Bridee

Levees faced witti rock riprap. These are

used on the larger streams,such as the San

Gabriel River and the Los Ang^elee River ,

This type of levee revetment is very ef

fective. The rock was dumped from dunip cars

along the railroad shown.



TOP - PLACING AND COMPACTING

IMPERVIOUS FILL IN THE

CORE TRENCH.

JANUARY 17, 1939.

CENTER AND LEFT - CONSTRUC

TION OF SPILLWAY ON

SITE FORMERLY OCCUPIED

BY HANSEN KNOB. APRIL

2H, 1938 AND APRIL 13>

1939, RESPECTIVELY-



PRADO DAM

ABOVE - VIEW EASTERLY ACROSS THE DAM SITE ON THE AXIS BEFORE CONSTRUCTION. AUGUST 18, 1938.

BELOW - SAME VIEW AS ABOVE DURING CONSTRUCTION. APRIL IB, 1939-

'•'
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ABOVE - LOS ANGELES RIVER JUST ABOVE DAYTON AVENUE. IN UPPER LEFT IS A SECTION OF IMPROVED

CHANNEL, AND DOWNSTREAM THEREFROM, CONSTRUCTION IS IN PROGRESS. APRIL 27, 1939.

BELOW - COMPLETED SECTION OF THE LOS ANGELES RIVER, DOWNSTREAM TO SOTO STREET BRIDGE, WITH

CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS BEYOND THE BRIDGE. JULY 15. 1938.



ABOVE - PLACING CONCRETE ON THE LOS

ANGELES RIVER BANK SLOPES IN

V C NITY OF FLETCHER OR VE.

MAY 5, 1938

RIGHT - GROUTING ROCK PAVING ON THE

LOS ANGELES RI VER BANK SLOPES

JUST BELOW GLENOALE BOULEVARD

MAY 25, 1938

BELOW - CONSTRUCT I OH OF KENTER CANYON

STORM DRAIN IN SANTA MONICA.

MARCH 18, 1936.

-V -
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ABOVE - UPSTREAM ON THE COMPLETED BALLOHA CREEK CHAHMEL, SHOWING THE PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY

BRIDGE, THE CULVER BOULEVARD BRIDGE, AND THE ROOSEVELT HIGHWAY BRIDGE, ALL CONSTRUCTED

BY THE ENGINEER DEPARTMENT IN CONJUNCTION WITH IMPROVEMENT OF CHANNEL. JAN- 26, 1938.

BELOW - HAINES CANYON DEBRIS BASIN ABOVE TUJUNGA. A CONCRETE CHANNEL CARRIES THE WATER FROM

THIS BASIN THROUGH TUJUNGA ANO SUNLAND TO BIG TUJUNGA WASH. JULY 15, 1938.

F



Haneon Dam,taooima California. Showing upstream

holding capacity.(earth filled dam)/

Figure 33-
Hanson Dam showing downstream,with spill

way in center.Still under construction.
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